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Q&A Strategic Technology Foresight PADR-STF-02-2018, and the General 

Annexes 
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Q&A Strategic Technology Foresight PADR-STF-02-2018, and the General 

Annexes 

 

Q1. Is it possible to access the document entitled „Critical Space Technologies for European 

Strategic Non-Dependence Action List 2018-2020”? 

A1. The document “Critical Space Technologies for European Strategic Non-Dependence Action 

List 2018-2020” can be shared with potential applicants from EU MS upon request to 

PreparatoryAction@eda.europa.eu.  

 

Q2. How can the 2018 winning consortium benefit from last year’s proposal? 

A2. The calls are different and both proposals can therefore be independent, but the idea is to 

benefit from cross-synergies once both projects will be running. At that point, both consortia 

will identify and assess technologies and participate in a dialogue afterwards. From a legal 

point of view, the call PADR-STF-01-2017 and the grant agreement of the project awarded 

(PYTHIA) already set the requirement of complementarity between the two projects. 

 

Q3. Can more information be provided regarding the ITAR-covered critical technologies that 

should be assessed? European critical technologies as such only become a subject to 

ITAR if there is an US component embedded into a European system. What exact 

technologies covered by ITAR and that are critical to the EU do you want to analyse? 

A3. A wide range of technologies should be considered for the analysis and apart from ITAR other 

existing regulations and supply risks should be considered.   

 

Q4. Regarding the complementarity of the grants, should there be an extended consortium 

agreement or memorandum of understanding between the PYTHIA consortium and the 

winning consortium of the 2018 project, in order to regulate what kind of information is 

shared? 

A4. When the future consortia decide to apply, they have to take into account that they will need 

to work together and collaborate with the winning consortium of the PADR-STF-01-2017 Call 

for Proposals (PYTHIA), as clearly stated in the text of the call. It is a legal obligation for both 

consortia to ensure mutual access rights for implementing their own tasks and access rights 

for exploiting the outcome of their own activities. Beyond the complementarity clause, the 

practical cooperation will be defined at during the grant agreement preparation.   

 

Q5. To what extent can consortia applying to the 2018 call have access to information from 

the PYTHIA project in order to incorporate it in the new project? 

A5. The proposals submitted to STF Call need to be stand-alone, as they should develop their own 

methodology to address the specific challenge of the 2018 call, which should be different from 

mailto:PreparatoryAction@eda.europa.eu
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the one of the 2017 call. However, the information available on the calls 2017 and 2018 on 

STF, on the EDA website, as well as the information that might be shared by the PYTHIA 

consortium on a dedicated website, would be used by the potential applicants to propose the 

cooperation. Any entity can approach the PYTHIA consortium, but there is no obligation for the 

PYTHIA consortium to share information.  

 

 

Q6. If a consortium submits a proposal for this call, should it specify activities for coordination 

with the PYTHIA project (identify when to meet, what to do together, etc.)? 

A6. The complementarity should be on the nature of the activities (e.g.: “what to do together”), not 

on the specific details (e.g.: “when to meet”) The new proposals need to foresee that there will 

be outcomes produced by PYTHIA, as requested in the PADR-STF-01-2017 Call text.  
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General Annexes 

 

General issues:  

Q1. Will only one proposal from each Call be funded? 

A1. No more than one action will be funded under each call.  

 

Q2. Will EDA or the Commission administer the projects? 

A2. In accordance with the Delegation Agreement signed between the European Union, 

represented by the European Commission and the European Defence Agency on the 

implementation of a Preparatory Action on Defence Research (PADR), the European 

Commission entrusted EDA to implement several tasks related to PADR including the 

monitoring and implementation of the awarded projects. 

 

Q3.  What are the expectations of the starting and ending dates of the projects? 

A3. According to the Commission’s Decision C(2018)1383 of 09/03/2018 on the financing of the 

“Preparatory Action on Defence Research” and the use of unit costs for the year 2018, the 

award of the grants is expected for the 3rd quarter of 2018 and the duration of the projects is 

expected to be between 12 and 36 months. 

 

Q4. How will the budget of 2018 for the PADR be allocated to the different projects? 

A4. The total estimated budget is assigned as follows: 12 000 000 EUR to PADR-EDT-02-2018;     

5 400 000 EUR to PADR-EF-02-2018; 1 900 000 EUR to PADR-STF-02-2018.  

 

Q5. Can the costs incurred by end-users’ be reimbursed?  

A5. Provided that the all the eligibility criteria are met, end-users will be entitled to claim costs only 

if they participate in the proposal/grant agreement as beneficiaries, linked third party to one 

of the beneficiaries or (where possible) subcontractors. 

 

Q6. Do proposals that bid with a lower budget than the indicative budget have an advantage 

when the ranking list is drawn up? 

A6. No, the evaluation is only based on selection and award criteria.  
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Q7. Should the proposal design a web platform or make use of earlier efforts or web platform 

design in this area?  

A7. Activities that should be considered could include, amongst others, the management and 

controlled dissemination of results (secure web-based access with public and restricted 

dissemination). If any, how the web platform design is proposed will be up to the participants.  

 

Q8. What is the definition of the TRL that are referred in the calls? 

A8. The definitions of the TRLs are in General Annex E.  

 

Q9. Can the results from previous project be disclosed in a proposal? How are they managed?  

A9. The results from previous project are considered as background. Participants need to identify 

the background for their proposal in any manner in a written agreement. The written agreement 

must set out in detail all existing restrictions on the use or export of this background.   

 

Q10. What happens if one of the consortium members goes bankrupt or must be replaced for 

unexpected reasons which could not be foreseen when the Grant Agreement was signed?  

A10. The participation of one or more beneficiaries may be terminated by the coordinator, on 

request of the beneficiary concerned or on behalf of the other beneficiaries. This has to be 

done through an amendment to a Grant Agreement. An amendment to a Grant Agreement is a 

legal act modifying the commitments initially accepted by the parties and which may create 

new rights or impose new obligations on them, or modifying significant parts of the GA. It allows 

the parties to modify the GA during its lifetime. The amendment can focus on i.e. 

termination/addition of a beneficiary, modification of the budget, modification of duration, etc. 

 

Q11. Is there a criterion on having a large number of Member States as participants? 

A11. Each call for proposal foresees only the minimum number of legal entities that have to 

participate in the proposal as condition of eligibility. The award criteria are then detailed in 

Annex F of the call for proposal. 

 

Q12. Will the slides be available after the Info Day event? 

A12. Yes, the slides presented during the Info Day are available at the following link: 

https://www.eda.europa.eu/what-we-do/activities/activities-search/preparatory-action-for-

defence-research  

 

https://www.eda.europa.eu/what-we-do/activities/activities-search/preparatory-action-for-defence-research
https://www.eda.europa.eu/what-we-do/activities/activities-search/preparatory-action-for-defence-research
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Q13. When the Guide for Applicants and the Model Grant Agreement will be available? 

A13. The Guide for Applicants and the Draft Model Grant Agreement are now available at the 

Participant Portal, following these links:  

 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/guide/pse/ppp

a-guide-applicants-padr-18_en.pdf 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/mga/pppa-

mga-multi-padr_en.pdf  

 

Q14. Could you please provide definitions for both direct costs and indirect costs? Are sub-

contractors also subject to the same budgetary stipulations? Specifically, would 100% of 

sub-contractors’ direct costs and 25% of indirect costs be recoverable? 

A14. Direct costs are directly linked to the implementation of the action and can be therefore 

attributed to it directly (i.e. direct personnel costs, direct costs of subcontracting, etc..). Indirect 

costs are costs that are not directly linked to the action implementation and therefore cannot 

be attributed directly to it. Indirect costs are eligible if they are declared on the basis of the flat-

rate of 25% of the eligible direct costs, from which are excluded the costs of subcontracting. In 

order to have a detailed information on the direct/indirect and eligible/ineligible costs, please 

refer to the Model Grant Agreement. 

 

Q15. Is an on-line tool for partner search activated somewhere? 

A15. A new tool is now available on the Participant Portal for finding potential partners for project 

proposals: 

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/organisations/partner_search.ht

ml 

 

The list of programmes in the Partner Search tool includes the programmes under which 

organisations have funded projects. PADR has not reached that stage yet therefore it is not in 

the list. However, the tool can be used by selecting the other filters (e.g. using appropriate 

keywords) to identify entities that might be interested in the Preparatory Action topics. 

 

Q16. Is it possible that an institution or two different departments of the same institution 

participate in different consortia for different PADR calls? And how is the situation if 

different departments participate in different consortiums of the same call? 

A16. There are no obstacles for the possible participation of an given legal entity (or two 

departments of the same institution) in two different proposals to be submitted for different 

PADR calls. There are no obstacles also for the participation of two different departments of 

the same institution in different consortia of the same call. However, each participant shall 

consider the limitations that might arise from potential agreements already in place among the 

members of the consortia. 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/guide/pse/pppa-guide-applicants-padr-18_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/guide/pse/pppa-guide-applicants-padr-18_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/mga/pppa-mga-multi-padr_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/mga/pppa-mga-multi-padr_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/organisations/partner_search.html
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/organisations/partner_search.html
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Q17. Do I need to be part of an organization or can I apply to the calls for proposals also as a 

natural person?  

A17. Only legal entities established in an EU Member States, overseas countries and territories 

linked to the Member States and Norway can apply. Legal entity means any natural person or 

any legal person created and recognised as such under national law, EU law or international 

law, which has legal personality and which may, acting in its own name, exercise rights and be 

subject to obligations. Natural person can participate provided that all the PADR standard 

eligibility conditions are met (PADR Call for proposal Annexes C). Please also note that the 

reimbursement of natural persons/SME owners not receiving a salary is subject to the 

limitations set out in COMMISSION DECISION C(2018) 1383 of 9.3.2018 on the adoption of 

the work programme for 2018 and on the financing of the 'Preparatory action on Defence 

research', and authorising the use of unit costs under the preparatory action. 

 

 

Q18. What is the background aspect regarding end-user restrictions? 

A18. As stated in the text of the call, an agreement on the use of background is mandatory. 

Members of consortia should identify in the proposal the background necessary for the Action 

setting out in detail all existing restrictions on the use or export of this background. If classified 

background is required, proposers have to ensure and provide evidence of the adequate 

clearance of all relevant personnel and facilities.   

 

 

Q19. It is stated, that only one project will be founded. Should interested companies suggest a 

consortium with different partners already or will EDA bring the different partners together? 

A19. It is the responsibility of the interested companies to form a consortium in accordance with 

the eligibility conditions set in Annex C of the Call for Proposals. EDA is not involved in the 

process of bringing partners together. 

 

Q20. The budget is 5.4 MEUR. This means a 100% funding for the participants, correct? 

A20. As The funding rate is 100% of the eligible costs. Please refer also to the answer to Q5 in 

the General Annexes section of this file.  

 

Eligibility for participation and funding:  

Q21. What are the consequences for UK companies involved in the projects when the UK leaves 

the EU? 

A21. For British applicants: Please be aware that eligibility criteria must be complied with for the 

entire duration of the grant. If the United Kingdom withdraws from the EU during the grant 

period without concluding an agreement with the EU ensuring in particular that British 

applicants continue to be eligible, UK entities will cease to receive EU funding (while continuing, 
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where possible, to participate) or be required to leave the project on the basis of Article 50.3 

of the grant agreement. 

 

Q22. Are entities from Israel eligible? 

A22. Annex A states that the legal entities eligible to receive funding through PADR grants are 

those established in the following countries and territories: 

• The Member States of the European Union, including their overseas departments; 

• The overseas countries and territories linked to the Member States (the complete list is 

mentioned in annex A); 

• Norway*. 

The legal entities have to be established in the above mentioned countries for the whole 

duration of the grant agreement. 

Therefore, Israel is not an eligible country. 

* For Norwegian applicants: Please be aware that all eligibility criteria related to the calls 

published on the basis of Commission Decision (2018) 1383 must be complied with at 

least on the 31 December 2018. If the participation of the Kingdom of Norway in the 

research programme of the Preparatory Action is not confirmed at that date, Norwegian 

participants will cease to receive EU funding (while continuing, where possible, to 

participate) or be required to leave the consortia on the basis of art. 50.3.1(b) of the Grant 

Agreement. 

 

Q23. If there must be a consortium which consist of three legal entities from three different UE 

countries, can one partner be from Switzerland?  

A23. Participants from Switzerland are not eligible for PADR calls. Please refer to Annex A to 

PADR call for proposal (List of countries and entities eligible for participation and funding). 

 

Q24.  Are the overseas or offshore offices of entities established in Europe eligible ?  

A24. The list of eligible countries and entities is stated in Annex A. The Annex A also includes a 

complete list of overseas departments like countries and territories linked to the Member 

States. 

 

The Annex C, Standard eligibility conditions, states that “All the infrastructure, facilities, assets 

and resources used by the applicants, including subcontractors and other third parties, in 

actions funded under the Preparatory Action on Defence Research should not be located on 

the territory of non-Member States or non-associated countries. The use of such infrastructure, 

facilities, assets and resources shall not be subject to control or restriction by third countries”.  
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It is also mandatory that all relevant elements and infrastructure to be used in the action are 

clearly identified before the grant agreement is signed. 

 

Q25. Can MoDs, procurement agencies, the armed forces participate in the consortia? 

A25. Yes 

 

Q26. How far is  MoD support allowed or wanted in the PADR process an proposals to come.  

For example can a MoD – who is the ultimate and the potential end-user  -  play a role in a 

proposal for testing and validation ? Or just as a deliverer of military personnel/test object, 

military terrain etc. Are support letter necessary ?  

A26. An MoD can be an end-user, and play a role in testing and validation (also in other areas). 

An MoD must be duly included in the Grant Agreement as beneficiary or linked third party to 

one of the beneficiary.  

 

In order to be eligible for reimbursement, the end-users must meet the eligibility conditions 

set in the call for proposal ( general Annexes A; B, point 4; C).  

 

For any legal reference, please refer to the Model grant Agreement that is published on the 

Participant Portal:  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/mga/pppa-

mga-multi-padr_en.pdf.  

 

Support letters are not required. 

 

Q27. Can a single company (from one Member State) apply for PADR grants? 

A27. It depends. For the call PADR-EDT-02-2018 and PADR-EF-02-2018 at least three legal 

entities shall participate in a proposal/action and each of the three must be established in a 

different EU Member State or Norway. For PADR-STF-02-2018 at least one legal entity 

established in a EU Member State or Norway can participate.  

 

Q28. Can a single company apply directly to EDA or only by own MoD? 

A28. Each proposal must be submitted exclusively by electronic means, through the EU 

Research Participant Portal:  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal4/desktop/en/home.html  

 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/mga/pppa-mga-multi-padr_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/mga/pppa-mga-multi-padr_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal4/desktop/en/home.html
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Q29. How many projects can be submitted/financed from one MS? 

A29. There are no thresholds or ceilings applicable for financing actions/projects submitted by 

entities from one single Member State. The proposals satisfying the eligibility and admissibility 

conditions established in General Annexes A, B and C to the call for proposal will be evaluated 

according to the criteria set out in points 1 , 2 and 3 of the General Annex F “Evaluation rules’’.  

 

 

Q30. The current Draft “Multi-Beneficiary Model Grant Agreement”, (EDA MGA — Multi) Version 

4.0, marks as “not applicable” Articles 11 and 12. How is it possible in PADR to cover the 

costs incurred by third parties making resources available? Can, for instance, the costs for 

travel expenses for MoD staff not contractually linked to any of the beneficiary (for example 

as “Advisory Board” members to provide operational advice) be covered? 

A30. In kind contribution by third parties is also in principle allowed. If the beneficiary has to pay 

for the in kind contribution, he can declare this direct eligible cost in the relevant cost category 

of the budget (personnel, equipment…). This is also the case of Costs of personnel seconded 

by a third party against payment which may be also eligible if the conditions foreseen in the 

MGA are met as indicated in Art 6 — Eligible and ineligible costs (i.e. the beneficiary could 

calculate an hourly rate on the basis of what he has to pay and then declare the hours they 

worked on the action). If the beneficiary does not have to pay for the in kind contribution, he 

cannot declare any related costs.  

 

The possibility that MoD staff (not contractually linked to any of the beneficiary) is involved in 

the advisory board shall be considered as the case of external experts invited to take part to 

project meetings. With these regards, if the experts’ participation is described in the Annex 1, 

travel and subsistence costs may be eligible. In this case, the beneficiary may reimburse the 

experts or handle the travel arrangements itself (and be invoiced directly).These costs must be 

actually incurred, recorded in the beneficiary’s accounts and must fulfil the general eligibility 

conditions in accordance with Article 6.1. There is no specific calculation method, and they can 

be subject to an audit. 

 

 

Q31. Which provisions would apply in regard to VAT when participating in a call of the 

Preparatory Action on Defence Research (PADR). 

A31. As per Some relevant examples contained in the Model Grant Agreement of the 

Preparatory Action: 

 “Direct costs of subcontracting (including related duties, taxes and charges such as 

non-deductible value added tax (VAT) paid by beneficiaries that are not public bodies 

acting as public authority) are eligible if the conditions in Article 13.1.1 are met. 

 D.1 Travel costs and related subsistence allowances (including related duties, taxes 

and charges such as non-deductible value added tax (VAT) paid by beneficiaries that 

are not public bodies acting as public authority) are eligible if they are in line with the 

beneficiary’s usual practices on travel. 
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 The costs of renting or leasing equipment, infrastructure or other assets (including 

related duties, taxes and charges such as non-deductible value added tax (VAT) paid 

by beneficiaries that are not public bodies acting as public authority) are also eligible, 

if they do not exceed the depreciation costs of similar equipment, infrastructure or 

assets and do not include any financing fees.  

 

In conclusion: No VAT is applicable to payments made by EDA to beneficiaries but 

beneficiaries are allowed –under certain conditions- to include in their respective cost 

claims non-deductible value added tax. 

 

 

Q32. Can military bodies and public bodies participate in proposals? 

A32. Military and public bodies can participate as applicants. They may also participate as linked 

third party if they have a legal and structural link with one of the applicant of the proposal. 

Please note that any applicant needs to have received at least a temporary Participant 

Identification Code (PIC).  

 

 

Q33. For the Research Actions, is there a limit in terms of what percentage of the budget is 

allocated to a single country within a consortium? 

A33. The budget distribution of a proposal should be decided by the involved applicants, taking 

into account that all eligibility criteria must be fulfilled (e.g.: minimum number of legal entities 

participating). There are no minimum or maximum limits on the geographical distribution of 

the budget..  

 

Q34. In terms of regulation, can there be flexibility or change to accommodate third countries (in 

the context of potential involvement of UK companies)?   

A34. Only legal entities established in EU Member States including their overseas departments, 

plus Norway are eligible for participation and funding (Annex A. List of countries and entities 

eligible for participation and funding). For the specific conditions applicable to Norwegian and 

UK applicants, please refer to the Call for Proposals (page 26).   

 

Q35. Regarding the budget of the Calls 2018, there is a discrepancy between the 40 million 

Euros announced and the sum of the three individual calls’ budgets. Why is that so? 

A35. Commission decision C(2018)1383 which includes the Call texts, explicitly includes an 

action to contribute to the proposal withheld for funding under PADR-US-2017 Call with a 

maximum of EUR 20 million from the 2018 budget. 
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Q36. What are the criteria for choosing single companies or larger consortiums? 

A36. The Call for Proposals foresees the minimum number of legal entities that have to 

participate in the proposal as a condition of eligibility. For the call PADR-EF-02-2018 which is 

a Research Action (RA), the proposal shall be submitted by a consortium of at least three legal 

entities established in a different EU Member State or Norway. Please refer to Annex C. 

Standard eligibility conditions of the Call for Proposals. The award criteria are detailed in Annex 

F of the Call for Proposals. 

 

 

 

Evaluation 

Q37. When the priority order for proposals with the same score is established during the 

evaluation, is the EU budget allocated to SME or the number of SMEs taken into account 

A37. Priority order for proposals are established following a method described in annex F. The 

third element of the method is a prioritisation according to the size of the EU budget allocated 

to SMEs.  

 

Q38. Is the degree of involvement of partners among the evaluation criteria?  

A38. Yes, the award criteria among the others include also “Complementarity of the applicants 

and extent to which the consortium as whole brings together the necessary expertise” (please 

refer to page 34 of the Preparatory Action on Defence Research 2018 Calls for Proposals and 

General Annexes). Also the appropriateness of the allocation of tasks, the effective 

involvement of all the applicants and the adequacy of their role and resources in the project 

will be taken into account. 

 

 

Q39. How will the operational capacity of SMEs and start-ups be evaluated? 

A39. In such a case, Annex B, point 3, of the call for proposal states that supporting documents 

(such as curriculum vitae, list of relevant publications or previous projects, etc..) will be 

required to determine the operational capacity for grant proposals. 

 

Annex F of the call for proposal states that, as a distinct operation, carried out during the 

evaluation of the award criterion “Quality and efficiency of the implementation’, the evaluators 

will indicate whether the applicants have sufficient operational capacity to carry out the 

proposed work, based on the competence and experience of the individual applicant(s). 
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Q40. Regarding the evaluation process, where do the decision-making steps take place and who 

takes the decisions? 

A40. The decision is based on a technical evaluation done by the independent experts under 

the Evaluation Committee. The ranking of the proposals is based on that technical evaluation.   

 

Classified information 

Q41. Are Facility Security Clearances required for universities that are part of a consortium? 

A41. Each consortium member (including higher and secondary educational establishments) is 

required to have a Facility Security Clearance if in the project implementation it has to manage 

classified information. 

 

Q42. What criteria apply to give a classification to a project and what impact does that have for 

the later use of the results? 

A42. The security classification per topic and per project will be determined in advance in the 

annual work programmes. Also proposals submitted will be scrutinised with a view of 

identifying the expected security classification level and proper protection of grant deliverables. 

Such security scrutiny will be conducted only on proposals which after the evaluation procedure 

may be eligible for funding. Additional or different security protection may require security 

scrutiny also for all the projects' results after the completion of the projects' implementation. 

More detailed information will be included in the Preparatory Action on Defence Research 

Guide for Applicants which is published in the Participant Portal: 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/guide/pse/ppp

a-guide-applicants-padr-18_en.pdf 

 

Q43. Are the NATO standards or the EU standards for the security classification of the projects? 

A43. Only the EU standard for classified information will apply. Please refer to Commission 

Decision (EU, Euratom) 2015/444 of 13 March 2015 on the security rules for protecting EU 

classified information and Council Decision of 23 September 2013 on the security rules for 

protecting EU classified information (2013/488/EU).   

 

Q44. Can academic and research organisations be part of a consortium and just deal with non-

classified information? 

A44. Yes 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/guide/pse/pppa-guide-applicants-padr-18_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/other_eu_prog/other/pppa/guide/pse/pppa-guide-applicants-padr-18_en.pdf
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Q45. Does EDA require any specific additional security protocols or physical isolation measures 

to be implemented over and above those already in place for H2020 as governed by model 

grant and consortium agreements? 

A45. The security requirements requested to participate in the PADR are those listed in Annex 

H (“Actions involving classified information”) of the call for proposals and in the Article 37 

(“Security-related obligations”) of the Model Grant Agreement.  

 

The applicants have to ensure the compliance of their proposals with the security provisions 

of PADR. 

 

 

Q46. Does the EDA require any specific restrictions to be placed on the citizenship of 

participating personnel employed by the beneficiary? 

A46. The eligibility criteria are listed in Annex A, B and C of the Call for Proposals. There are no 

restrictions with regard to the citizenship of personnel employed by legal entities participating 

in the PADR. Please bear in mind that in the case of actions involving security-related activities, 

the beneficiary has to comply with the special provisions for classified information, as defined 

in the Commission Decision 2015/444/EC, ECSC, Euratom, and in particular its Chapter 6. 

 

 

Q47. Is it possible to submit a classified proposal? 

A47. The Calls do not include any classified elements this year, and the submission system can 

handle only unclassified proposals. However, there is the possibility to submit part of a 

proposal as a classified document to the EDA, following the EUCI procedures. Keep in mind 

that the submission deadline for classified (parts of) proposals (if any) is exactly the same as 

for proposals submitted on-line. 

 

 

Q48. What kind of impact can have  the European Union security classification of information 

(EUCI) level on the implementation of a project and the work of the consortium? 

A48. Once the security classification level of a deliverable is set by the security scrutiny, all the 

actions contributing in the deliverable must follow the security procedures appropriate for that 

level. It would be advisable for the consortia to carefully consider which parts of their work may 

be sensitive from a security point of view and create separate deliverables for these parts. 

Thus, the burden from applying procedures related to protection of classified information may 

be reduced to only a small part of the project. It would be also advisable to carefully consider 

which partners are essentially needed to develop the deliverables potentially containing EUCI, 

how these deliverables will be later used in the research project and how certain partners that 

do not have appropriate personal or facility security clearances (PSC/FSC) may still be able to 

perform their tasks to the project without being involved or prevented from working due to 

security classification constraints. It is also needed to liaise with the relevant National Security 

Authorities (NSAs) on security regulations which vary from country to country. 
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Q49.  How EU defines security classification level of deliverables including information from 

various components and systems used in a project? 

 

A49. The security classification level of deliverables will be assessed in a Security Scrutiny 

concerning the top-ranked proposals and performed by the European Commission assisted by 

experts coming from National Security Authorities. During the Security Scrutiny, the security 

classification levels for deliverables related to specified components in the proposals will be 

defined taken into account the Security Classification Guide currently under preparation. The 

applicants can make a preliminary assessment of security classification levels of various 

elements in their proposals, but the decision will be made during the Security Scrutiny. Then, 

the decision of the Security Scrutiny will be reported to EDA, for EDA to prepare the Security 

Aspects Letter (SAL), which is an annex of the Grant Agreement. The Grant Agreement is the 

binding act that imposes the security levels to be respected. The entities will have to liaise with 

the National Security Authorities for the instructions on how to handle the EUCI at the national 

level.  

 

 

Q50. In the Horizon 2020 templates, the classification requirements for the deliverables are 

provided. Should they be provided also within the PADR calls? How do security 

classification levels from PADR relate to the Horizon 2020 classifications? 

 

A50. The security classification level and the dissemination level are two different things. For 

the proposals in the first positions of the ranking list, the security classification level of a 

deliverable is defined during the Security Scrutiny and it will be legally binding. The situation is 

different for the level of dissemination of deliverables. In fact, the criteria defining the 

appropriate dissemination level may consider exemptions to public disclosure of intellectual 

property rights, financial information or any other information which may impact negatively on 

business competitiveness and security (the levels of dissemination are the same of the Horizon 

2020 programme). 

 

 

Ethics review 

Q51. What are the ethical, moral and legal standards of the ethics review? 

A51. This type of review will verify the respect of legislation and the compliance with provisions 

of international law binding upon the Union and the societal impact of the proposed action. 
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Exploitation and Dissemination 

Q52. What is meaning of background? 

A52. Background means any data, know-how or information – whatever its form or nature 

(tangible or intangible) including any rights such as intellectual property rights – that: 

a) is held by participants prior to their accession to the action; 

b) needed for carrying out the action or for exploiting the results of the action; 

c) identified by the participants in accordance with the terms and conditions laid down in 

the Agreement. 

 

Q53. Can an existing patent owned by an organisation or an application for a patent in a national 

country be used in a proposal? 

A53. As stated in Annex I to the call, Exploitation and dissemination of results, “Beneficiaries in 

the same action need to inform each other and the EDA before their accession to the grant 

agreement of any legal restriction or limit to granting access to their background. Any 

agreement concluded thereafter by a beneficiary regarding background should ensure that any 

access rights may be exercised”. 

 

 

Q54. Do the open access rules of Horizon 2020 apply to the PADR?  

A54. No. 

 

 

Q55. Which information can be disclosed? 

A55. The beneficiaries may disclose information to their personnel or third parties involved in 

the action only if they (please refer to Article 36 of the Model Grant Agreement): 

 need to know to implement the Agreement and 

 are bound by an obligation of confidentiality.   

The disclosure of information may be regulated by concluding a dedicated Non-Disclosure 

Agreement within the Consortium. 

This does not change the security requirements listed in Annex H (“Actions involving 

classified information”) of the call for proposals and in the Article 37 (“Security-related 

obligations”) of the Model Grant Agreement, which still apply. 

 

 

Q56. There may be pertinent background Intellectual Property (IP) that is owned by different 

entities (singly, multiply or in whole) that would require those entities to agree to release the 

IP to the consortium in order for it to be used in the project. The applicant proposes to 

explicitly state in the proposal that it will provide background IP only where it has been 
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approved for public release or can be so approved, or where all stakeholders in the IP agree 

to release it to the consortium. Does this meet PADR IP requirements?  

A56. As stated in Annex I of the Call for Proposals (“Exploitation and dissemination of results”), 

“Beneficiaries in the same action need to inform each other and EDA before their accession to 

the grant agreement of any legal restriction or limit to granting access to their background. Any 

agreement concluded thereafter by a beneficiary regarding background should ensure that any 

access rights may be exercised”. The applicable rules on access to background and generation 

of foreground are described in detail in the PADR Multi-Beneficiary Model Grant Agreement 

(Section 3, Rights and obligations related to background and results). 


